
MR3252: Tropical Meteorology

Mesoscale Convective Systems in the Tropics

Main Topics:

- Vertical modes of heating
- Convective and stratiform precipitation

Module 2.1



Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCSs) are regions of contiguous precipitation of 
~100 km or more in horizontal dimension.

Much of the deep convection in the Tropics (and therefore the rainfall) come 
from MCSs. 

About 50% of cirrus cloud in the Tropics originates as part of an MCS.

MCSs consist of convective and stratiform regions of precipitation and represent 
a mature stage of the convective lifecycle.
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Shallow-to-deep transition of convection requires conditional instability 
and sufficient moisture.



Where do they 
occur?

Yuan and Houze
(2010)



Convective precipitation is associated with intense upward and downward 
motion over a small horizontal area.

Stratiform precipitation usually occurs over broader regions, but is weaker.

Anvil/cirrus clouds can expand laterally far from the precipitation portion of the 
MCS and impact radiative heating/cooling.

Houze (1982)
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Powell et al. (2012)



Schumacher et 
al. (2004)Convective and stratiform 

latent heating profiles 
take the form of first and 
second baroclinic modes 
of heating in the tropical 
atmosphere.

Shallow convection is 
similar to the negative 
signed second baroclinic 
mode, and a clear-air 
radiative cooling is 
analogous to the negative 
signed first baroclinic 
mode.

This will be important in 
our discussion of 
equatorial wave 
dynamics.



Powell et al (2016)

Real (or in the case of the below figure, modeled) heating rates are more 
complicated.



What are barotropic and baroclinic modes?

They are related to modes in a shallow water model.

Barotropic mode = external mode = zeroth mode: vertically averaged component. 
Density is only function of pressure.

Baroclinic mode = internal modes: Density is also function of temperature, salinity.

Barotropic mode First baroclinic mode



First baroclinic mode Second baroclinic mode

Looks like convective heating profile Looks like stratiform or shallow 
convection heating profile



In visible satellite imagery, separating deep convection from neighboring stratiform 
in which it is embedded can be difficult.



However, IR imagery can locate the highest and/or deepest clouds.





Zuluaga
and 
Houze
(2013)

Shallow -> Deep -> Deep and Wide -> Stratiform



Zuluaga
and 
Houze
(2013)

Shallow -> Deep -> Deep and Wide -> Stratiform
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Powell and 
Houze (2013)

Convective elements lead stratiform on 
multiple time scales—from diurnal 
variability up to sub-seasonal variability.



MR3252: Tropical Meteorology

MCS Structure

Main Topics:

- Diversity in MCS structure
- Squall lines
- Kinematic and microphysical components 

of MCSs

Module 2.2



Zipser (1977)



Zipser (1977)



Zipser (1977)



Houze et al. (1989)

Cetrone and Houze (2011)



In visible satellite imagery, separating deep convection from neighboring stratiform 
in which it is embedded can be difficult.



However, IR imagery can locate the highest and/or deepest clouds.



Convective and stratiform areas are also usually obvious in precipitation radar data, 
but anvil/cirrus clouds can only be detected using satellite imagery.

Leading convective line with trailing 
stratiform to the NE



MCSs do not always contain a leading convective line with trailing stratiform. 
Sometimes the stratiform develops “ahead” of the convective line or parallel to it.

Parker and Johnson (2000)

*This study was for 
mid-latitude MCSs.



Yuter and Houze (1995)



Smoothed kinematic structure of leading 
line/trailing stratiform MCS. Radar echo 
shown for reference.

What drives these flows?
Conservation of vorticity



What drives these flows? Conservation of vorticity

Start with

and define a streamfunction:

Assume a steady state ( ⁄" "# = 0), and substitute the streamfunctions into the 
vorticity equation (2D along u, w cross-section:

Then the flow is controlled by the large-scale environment and the horizontal gradient 
of buoyancy.
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2-dimensional flow with f = 0.



Zonal
wind



Also, CAPE can contribute to horizontal and vertical motions in MCSs.

Take the vertical momentum equations, neglect friction and Coriolis and multiply by v*.

Use Leibnitz’s Integral Rule applied to a streamline (! is constant), such that:

where ℋ is some quantity that depends only on how far upward an inflowing parcel has 
risen. Outcome is the Bernoulli equation!

This states that CAPE can be converted not only to vertical motion (w) but also to 
horizontal motion (u) or enthalpy (p*/ #0).
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*See Houze (2014), Page 252 for further 
derivation.



Barnes and Houze (2014)



Barnes and Houze (2014)



MR3252: Tropical Meteorology

Diurnal Variability

Main Topics:

- Day-night variability in rainfall, surface 
fluxes, humidity

- Land-sea driven diurnal cycles
- Diurnal cycles in tropical cyclones

Module 2.3



Ruppert and 
Hohenegger
(2018)



Ruppert and 
Hohenegger
(2018)
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Powell et al. (2012)



Sakaeda
et al. 
(2018)







Dunion
et al. 
(2014)

Diurnal 
pulsing of 
convection



Dunion
et al. 
(2014)

Diurnal 
pulsing of 
convection



Kossin
(2002)

Diurnal 
cycle in 
TCs



Kossin
(2002)

Diurnal 
cycle in 
TCs



Ruppert
and O’Neill 
(2019)





From CMORPH precipitation, (a) the amplitude of the first diurnal harmonic of the boreal summer composite diurnal cycle, (b) its
peak hour (LST), and (c) the variance in the boreal summer composite diurnal cycle explained by the first diurnal harmonic.

Natoli and Maloney (2019)



Peatman et al (2014)
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Cold Pools

Main Topics:

- Structure and dynamics of convectively 
driven cold pools

Module 2.4



Droegemeier and Wilhelmson (1987)
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Cold Pools

Forward advance of gravity currents driven by pressure gradient force. In a 2D 
cross-section:
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Integrate the above equation for a gravity current with depth h and a density of 
'(+ ' = ∆' in a background wind of zero to get the velocity of the cold pool, U.
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Therefore, the density difference between the low 67 air and the high 67 air 
on either side of the cold pool boundary—as well as the cold pool depth—
affect the propagation speed.
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Then integrate ahead of gust front (from some distance well ahead of gust front 
where u=0 and p’=0) to the gust front, then: 
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This means that the horizontal kinetic energy (U2) is converted to enthalpy at the 
gust front, but the pressure perturbation is not hydrostatically driven (i.e. driven 
by buoyant motions). A dynamic contribution to the pressure perturbation exists.



Recall from the 3D momentum equation (with friction and Coriolis = 0) with an 
anelastic assumption:
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Buoyancy 
pressure 
perturbation

Dynamic 
pressure 
perturbation

Fovell and Ogura (1988), adapted from Houze (2014)



Feng et al. (2015): Schematic of isolated cold pools and intersecting cold pools

Enhanced low-level convergence in a 
more moist environment



Modeled updraft velocities at cold pool boundaries for 2-hour-old cold pools
Feng et al. (2015)



Feng et al. 
(2015)

Cold pools in 
radar 
observations
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